1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Contributing factors such as population growth, climate change, and rising demands for standards of living drive the need for research to increase abundant energy and commodity chemicals generated or synthesized from efficient chemical routes and using low-cost, sustainable catalyst technologies. Computational modeling methods and tools, particularly quantum chemistry and related software, continue to become more relevant yearly as in-creases in computing power bring larger and more realistic system models for calculations into economic or feasible considerations. An area where this latter fact is leveraged heavily in the recent decade is the computational catalysis community interested in heterogeneous reactions. Larger surface slab models, explicit solvent molecules, and Van der Waals correc-tions are among typical improvements made for DFT calculations to increase the accuracy of the system model to the realistic material being simulated. Such advances will be key to bringing Rational Materials Design to realistic fruition, however there is still much work to do first in characterizing fundamental atomistic processes and properties on many catalyti-cally relevant materials as it has been shown that scaling relations and Volcano Plots may be more generalizable yet complicated than initially assumed \[[@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6]\].

Among the group of inner d-block transition metal catalysts for a variety of reactions are elements including Cobalt, Osmium, and Ruthenium. Cobalt is an active catalyst for reactions such as Fischer-Tropsch (FT) synthesis and Dry Reforming of CH~4~, Osmium a relatively mediocre catalyst for alkene hydroxylation and the Haber-Bosch reaction and a good doping/alloying agent in making intermetallic Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR) catalysts, and Ruthenium an active catalyst for FT synthesis, Haber-Bosch and recently in biofuels conversion \[[@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16]\]. Despite the fact these materials have been used and researched for such catalytic applications for decades, only recently has there been a large uptick in research related to understanding exact atomic mechanisms for their catalytic properties via the step and edge sites that their nanoparticles possess \[[@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26]\].

Previous computational and theory studies of the adsorption energies and catalytic prop-erties of Co,Os, and Ru materials have typically relied on using over-simplified surface models of the step sites that HCP catalyst nanoparticles of these elements possess. In particular, such models typically involve using the HCP(0001) surface and either adding or deleting atoms along linear surface rows to create pseudo-step edges \[[@bib7], [@bib10], [@bib14], [@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib22], [@bib27], [@bib28]\]. This work was most likely done for a combination of reasons, but among them is typically the relatively small calculation cell size and economy of the calculation. An unfortunate drawback of this approach is that it creates only one type of step edge and associate site(s) around the step edge. However, other work has shown that in fact the nanoparticles of real catalysts of these elements have small amounts of (0001) and other low index facets and have large percentages of step and step-related facets and facet-intersections \[[@bib8], [@bib25], [@bib26]\]. The surface energy of various HCP facets was previously examined in small detail in the literature, and among the lowest energy Milled Index HCP surfaces identified could be the HCP $\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$ surface. To date, this surface index has not been thoroughly characterized in the literature. The reasons for this absence could be compounded by factors including a large calculation cell which makes it expensive to treat via computation/modeling, and the rela-tively similar Miller Index (1015)which *may* express higher occurrence via Wulff construction or real surface formation thermodynamics dynamics \[[@bib8], [@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib24]\].

The HCP$\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$ surface however is nonetheless very interesting and should be used as a computational tool for modeling adsorption and catalysis on stepped HCP surface for the following reasons moderately wide terraces (high step edge density), multiple step-edge types in a single calculation cell, and low surface formation energy (could be present on certain sized nanoparticles) [@bib24]. In the work presented in this manuscript, we present results for comparing and contrasting trends and differences in the adsorption energies of small mono-atomic and diatomic species on the Co, Os, and Ru $\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$ surfaces. Our analysis shows that there is a marked difference for the adsorption energy on the differing B5--B and B5-A step edge site types, which can vary by up to 1 eV or more. This is common across all of the three HCP elements studied. Our results also indicate that for many of the species studied, both mono-atomic and diatomic, that the strongest adsorbing surface step edge is the $\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$B5--B and the lowest energy adsorption site(s) is/are usually the site(s) 2 and/or 4.

2. Methods {#sec2}
==========

In this work, plane-wave Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations were performed to study the adsorption energetics of mono-atomic and diatomic molecular species on the representative HCP$\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$ surfaces of the transition metals Co, Os, and Ru. Details of the calculations are presented in the [sub-section §2.1](#sec2.1){ref-type="sec"} that follows. Details and figures depicting the slab models and adsorptions sites are provided in the second [sub section §2.2](#sec2.2){ref-type="sec"} that follows.

2.1. Calculation details {#sec2.1}
------------------------

Calculations that are described in the work presented in this manuscript were performed in the manner as described as follows. All calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP), v 5.4 as implemented in MedeA v 2.21 from the Materials Design company \[[@bib29], [@bib30], [@bib31], [@bib32], [@bib33], [@bib34]\]. Plane-wave DFT calculations were performed with VASP through Medea as described above. Because of the wide range of species studied as adsorbates in this work (C,N,O,S,H,CO,NO,SO,CH,NH,H~2~,O~2~) , the rPBE-GGA functional was chosen. This functional may present absolute adsorption energies which are smaller than those known experimentally, however for this work we are interested in trends and differences in relative adsorption energy differences between sites and surfaces [@bib35]. Geometries were relaxed for the adsorbate atoms and the top 3Å of the surface models (described in the next sub-section and paragraph(s)) to net forces less than 0.03 eV/Å. Relaxation of the electronic wavefunctions was performed until convergence of at least 10^*−*6^ eV was obtained. Smearing of the electronic wavefunctions near the Fermi Energy was treated with the Methfessel-Paxton 2*nd* order algorithm with a value of 0.2 eV [@bib36].

Plane-waves were expanded to a cutoff energy of 520 eV, and spin-polarization was allowed for all calculations reported in this work. Expansion of plane-waves to this energy provided an energy cutoff at least 20% larger than the default in the pseudopotential for any elemental species included in this work. Electronic convergence with expansion past this cutoff energy yielded net differences in adsorption energy for the following test species C\*, O\*, S\* of less than 0.005 eV. Accordingly, the choice to use 520 eV was made as sufficient for the sake of this work. *K* -point sampling was performed using a 2 × 2 × 1 *γ-*centered grid for initial relaxation of the atomic positions (to 0.055 eV/Å); the grid was refined to 3 × 3 × 1 spacing for further relaxation (0.030eV/Å) and more accurate energetic determination. Tests showing further refinement of both the *k* -point spacing or the plane-wave cutoff energy yielded results which indicate results that would not affect our conclusions by more than 1--2% in the relative adsorption energy differences. Initial convergence tests for inclusion of VdW corrections for long-range dispersion using the opt-rPBE functional indicated similar changes in relative adsorption energies of ∼1--2%; we note that at the time this work was initiated this VdW DFT functional did not appropriate reproduce the bulk properties of Osmium. For this reason combined with the described minor impact on the relative adsorption energy differences, to be consistent in our treatment of all the materials' surfaces in this work, the non-VdW corrected functional was used. (A more detailed examination of the effects of VdW vs non-VDW absolute adsorption energies with this and other functionals will be the basis of future work that is currently underway.

2.2. Slab model and adsorption sites {#sec2.2}
------------------------------------

Slab models used in this work and shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} were placed in the vertical center of the calculation supercell which had a total 'height' of 28 Å; this affords approximately 20 Å of vacuum spacing. For all surface slab models, the bulk lattice constant obtained using the same functional and cutoff energy for each element was used. A surface supercell was created with a *p* (1×3) periodicity from the primitive surface cell. Dipole corrections parallel to the surface normal were applied to reduced spurious interactions between slabs. For the specific DFT calculations described in this manuscript, calculation slabs of equivalent 'thickness' to a 5 layer (0001) slab were constructed. Adsorption sites for mono-atomic and diatomic molecular adsorbates are depicted in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} below. As can be seen in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} (b) and [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, there are 4 high-symmetry sites around each step edge which were sampled. Sites are given a label/numbering convention in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} which is used consistently throughout the remainder of this manuscript including in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. As can be seen in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} (b) the surface contains 2 unique types of step edge (and hence, step site type) within each surface unit cell-these include a B5A and a B5B type site \[[@bib8], [@bib24]\]. Asymmetric diatomic adsorbates (CO, etc) were placed over the sites with the more electron-deficient species closer to the surface; symmetric diatomic adsorbates (H~2~, O~2~) were placed both horizontally and vertically centered over the site(s). For the symmetric diatomic adsorbates, placement of the molecules horizontally above the sites 1,2, and 5 introduced internal bond length elongations of \>2% (but not fully dissociated molecules {criterion of 10% elongation or more}) on all of the Co, Os, and Ru surfaces. This indicates these sites might be active for the nearly-barrierless dissociation of these molecules on the surfaces, though the dissociated mono-atomic species produced therein may have a thermodynamic driving force to diffuse to other sites on or around the step-edge. For none of the asymmetric diatomic species studied was there any significant bond elongation on any of the sites studied in this work. (The activation and dissociation of these species will become the subject of future work that builds on this manuscript.)Fig. 1Top-down views of the Co,Os, and Ru (10--16) surfaces. a) Extended view of multiple surface cells. b) Zoomed in view with semi-transparent boxes showing the two step edge types, and color-coded adsorption sites (color convention to plots in Figs. [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and Figures SI.3 and SI.4 ('rankin-hcp-heliyon-SI.pdf ').Fig. 1Fig. 2Top-down views of the high-symmetry adsorption sites studied on the Co,Os, and Ru $\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$ surfaces. Sites 1 through 8 (as described in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), given as panels a) through h), respectively. Prototypical adsorbate shown in red, surface atom in blue.Fig. 2

3. Results and discussion {#sec3}
=========================

3.1. Trends on the Co$\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$surface {#sec3.1}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The results for studies of the adsorption energy of the species (C^*∗*^,N^*∗*^,O^*∗*^,S^*∗*^,H^*∗*^,CO^*∗*^,NO^*∗*^, SO^*∗*^,CH^*∗*^,NH^*∗*^,H~2~^*∗*^, and O~2~^*∗*^), ΔE*ads*~*i*~, is presented in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} for the Co $\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$ surface. In this figure, results are binned by species and by site. A convention of 0 eV for the adsorption energy of that species indicates that it is the lowest energy adsorption site for that species identified in this work. Statistical Analysis of the results for the adsorption energies of the species is presented in the *Supplementary Information* Table SI.1 ('rankin-hcp-heliyon-SI.pdf ').Fig. 3Bar chart of relative adsorption energies, ΔE*ads*~*i*~, in eV, for the species studied in this work on the Co (10--16) surface. Data are grouped by adsorbate and site type.Fig. 3

Several common features can be observed in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Table SI.1 for the adsorption energies of the species in this work as studied on the Co $\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$ surface. First, the most common lowest energy binding site (s) was site 2 and 4, and the most common highest energy binding site was site 1. For 10 of the 12 the species studied, adsorption on the B5--B type step was more energetically preferred compared to the B5-A type step at the lowest energy site for each step type. The average difference in the lowest binding energy on each step type was -0.23 eV with a standard deviation of 0.44 eV with the B5--B step edge preference indicating a negative sign convention.

Among the species studied on this surface, the species least sensitive to the possible binding site(s) were: H, and CO. Among the species most sensitive to the possible binding site(s) were: C, SO, N, and CH. These results point to the fact that dissociation of larger adsorbate moieties such as HCOOH, hydrocarbons, NO~*x*~, or SO~*x*~ on the step edge might be highly sensitive to which step edge a CO nanoparticle possesses and its abundance on the overall nanoparticle surface.

3.2. Trends on the Os$\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$surface {#sec3.2}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The results for studies of the adsorption energy of the species (C^*∗*^,N^*∗*^,O^*∗*^,S^*∗*^,H^*∗*^,CO^*∗*^,NO^*∗*^, SO^*∗*^,CH^*∗*^,NH^*∗*^,H~2~^*∗*^, and O~2~^*∗*^), ΔE*adsi*, are presented in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} for the Os $\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$ surface. In this figure, results are binned by species and by site. A convention of 0 eV for the adsorption energy of that species indicates that it is the lowest energy adsorption site for that species identified in this work. Statistical Analysis of the results for the adsorption energies of the species is presented in *Supplementary Information* Table SI.2 ('rankin-hcp-heliyon-SI.pdf ').Fig. 4[B]{.ul}ar chart of relative adsorption energies, ΔE*ads*~*i*~, in eV, for the species studied in this work on the Os (10--16) surface. Data are grouped by adsorbate and site type.Fig. 4

Several common features can be observed in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and Table SI.2 for the adsorption energies of the species in this work as studied on the Os $\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$ surface. First, the most common lowest energy binding site was site 6 and then 2/4, and the most common highest energy binding site was 1,3, and 5. For 8 of the 12 species studied, adsorption on the B5-- B type step was more energetically preferred compared to the B5-A type step. The average difference in the lowest binding energy on each step type was -0.11 eV with a standard deviation of 0.75 eV.

Among the species studied on this surface, the species least sensitive to the possible binding site(s) were: H, and OH. Among the species most sensitive to the possible binding site(s) were: C, N, SO, CO, and H~2~. These results also point to the fact that dissociation of larger adsorbate moieties such as HCOOH, hydrocarbons, NO~*x*~, or SO~*x*~ on the step edge might be highly sensitive to which step edge a CO nanoparticle possesses and its abundance on the overall nanoparticle surface; this is particularly important of molecular hydrogen is a critical reactant in a catalytic process. The site/step sensitivity for its adsorption (via implication of BEP relation) indicates dissociation and poisoning of the step edge by H\* may hinder the surface for some catalytic processes.

3.3. Trends on the Ru$\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$surface {#sec3.3}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The results for studies of the adsorption energy of the species (C^*∗*^,N^*∗*^,O^*∗*^,S^*∗*^,H^*∗*^,CO^*∗*^,NO^*∗*^, SO^*∗*^,CH^*∗*^,NH^*∗*^,H~2~^*∗*^, and O~2~^*∗*^), ΔE*adsi*, is presented in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} for the Ru $\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$ surface. In this figure, results are binned by species and by site. A convention of 0 eV for the adsorption energy of that species indicates that it is the lowest energy adsorption site for that species identified in this work. Statistical Analysis of the results for the adsorption energies of the species is presented in *Supplementary Information* Table SI.3 ('rankin-hcp-heliyon-SI.pdf ').Fig. 5[B]{.ul}ar chart of relative adsorption energies, ΔE*ads*~*i*~, in eV, for the species studied in this work on the Ru (10--16)surface. Data are grouped by adsorbate and site type.Fig. 5

Several common features can be observed in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and Table SI.3 for the adsorption energies of the species in this work as studied on the Ru $\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$ surface. First, the most common lowest energy binding site (s) was site 6 then site 2 and 4, and the most common highest energy binding site(s) was site 1 and 5. For 5 of the 12 the species studied, adsorption on the B5--B type step was more energetically preferred compared to the B5-A type step at the lowest energy site for each step type; for 4 of the species the minimum on each type of step edge was essentially iso-energetic within the accuracy of the calculations presented in this work. The average difference in the lowest binding energy on each step type was -0.25 eV with a standard deviation of 0.54 eV with the B5--B step edge preference indicating a negative sign convention.

Among the species studied on this surface, the species least sensitive to the possible binding site(s) were: H, and CO. Among the species most sensitive to the possible binding site(s) were: C, S, N, and O~2~. These results point to the fact that dissociation of larger adsorbate moieties such as HCOOH, hydrocarbons, NO~*x*~, or SO~*x*~ on the step edge might be generally facile for many reaction pathways unless the moieties are dehydrogenated or de-oxygenated down to base elemental mono-atomic adsorbates such as C\*, S\*, or N\*. This might help explain why Ru catalyst nanoparticles are generally robust and useful for many catalytic processes at many conditions; stepped Ru surfaces have previously been reported to be useful in a variety of catalytic applications as previously referenced in the introduction.

3.4. Trends across all surfaces: Co $\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$, Os$\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$, Ru$\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$ {#sec3.4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For all of the HCP metals studied, there were several trends observed that were common to all of their surface(s). Data has been plotted in several different forms to help guide the observations of interest: specifically [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and Figs. SI.3 and SI.4 are given as sets of bar charts where the relative adsorption energies discussed are separated by surface, by site, and by species, respectively. For space, only [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} is shown in the main manuscript. (Please see the Supplementary Information 'rankin-hcp-heliyon-SI.pdf 'for the others.) The first observed trend is that as a predictive rule, adsorption on the step edge or the B5 site is preferable to that of the terrace site behind the step edge. This holds true for both the B5--B and the B5-A type step edges. As can be seen in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and Figures SI3 and SI.4, there are 2 small exceptions to this rule. The next observed trend is that for the mono-atomic adsorbates (C,H,N,S,O) the relative ordering of the energetic penalty to not bond on the site 2 or site 4 but instead atop a single atom of the B5--B step edge goes as CO \> OS \> RU. For the B5-A step edge there is no similar trend; if anything the trend is nearly reversed. The adsorption on the terrace like sites (3,7) of the B5--B and B5-A step edges also reveals an observation for the mono-atomic adsorbates: adsorptions on the B5-A related terrace is approximately 0.25 eV more preferable than the corresponding site on the B5--B type terrace sites. For the diatomic adsorbates, the first observed trend is that for the asymmetric species, adsorption around the B5--~*B*~ step edge in general is much preferred compared to the B5-A step edge; some exceptions include species on Osmium, and SO\* in general. H~2~, CH, and OH behave both qualitatively and quantitatively similarly at the same site(s) on each of the surfaces. H~2~ and O~2~ appear to be the most generally favorable species to find relatively low energy adsorption sites on the terrace under the step edges; this is likely caused by the fact they can adsorb flat (parallel) to the surface at the terrace locations.Fig. 6Multiple Bar charts of relative [a]{.ul}dsorption energies, ΔE*ads*~*i*~, in eV, for the species studied in this work on the stepped Co,Os, and Ru (10--16) surface(s). Data in this figure is identical to that in Figs. [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, but shown aligned together to help guide the eye to similarities and differences. Data are grouped by adsorbate, on each surface. Figure SI3 and SI.4 show this same data, but grouped by site, and by surface/species, respectively. a) For the Co(10--16) surface, b) for the Os(10--16) surface c) for the Ru (10--16) surface.Fig. 6

Among the species studied on all the surfaces in this work, the species least sensitive to the possible binding site(s) were: H, and CO (Os exception), and OH. Among the species most sensitive to the possible binding site(s) were: C, SO, N, and CH. This might help explain why although Ru is a generally versatile catalyst for many processes, Co and Os are generally less robust and inefficient as general catalysts compared to Ru.

3.5. Differences across all surfaces: Co $\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$, Os$\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$, Ru$\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$ {#sec3.5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Co, Os, and Ru $\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$ have some marked differences despite the similarities and trends discussed in the preceding [sub-section §3.4](#sec3.4){ref-type="sec"}. The most important difference is that the surfaces as a whole show a disparate range of differences between the min of the B5--B vs B5-A, max of the B5--B vs B5-A, and overall average and standard deviation across all sites. This data can be seen in Tables SI.1, through SI.3 of the Supplementary Information ('rankin-hcp-heliyon-SI.pdf '), but is also summarized as follows: the difference between the min of the B5--B and B5-A goes as -0.23, -0.11, -0.25 and eV for Co, Os, and Ru respectively; the difference between the min of the B5--B and B5-A goes as -0.39, 0.06, -0.06 and eV for Co, Os, and Ru respectively; and the difference between the min of the B5--B and B5-A goes as 0.69, 0.80, 0.67 and eV for Co, Os, and Ru respectively. Therefore, statistically, the Co and Ru favor the B5--B step edge much more strongly than the Os surface, and the average penalty for binding to the sites which are not the lowest energy is much larger on the Os surface. This observation is significantly influenced by the fact that the site 6 on the Os surface behaves much differently for CO\* and SO\* than the similar site on the Co and Ru surfaces. The final major difference observed between the surfaces studied is that the Os surface behaves qualitatively different than Co and Ru for O~2~ adsorptions; specifically, with the lowest energy adsorption site being atop the B5-A step edge atom. For all catalyst surfaces studies in this work, as a general rule, they share nothing in common for the adsorption energetic preferences and trends for the diatomic species other than a small trend for OH.

4. Conclusions {#sec4}
==============

Plane-wave DFT calculations were performed to investigate and determine similarities, tends, and differences in the relative adsorption energies, ΔE*ads*~*i*~, for the following adsor-bates on the stepped $\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$ surface(s) of Co, Os, and Ru. Results indicate that for most of the adsorbates studied, across most of the surfaces, that the B5--B step edge and its local environment provides lower energy adsorption sites. Statistical analysis was performed to categorize various average and standard deviation properties of the adsorbates on each sur-face and site type; there can be large gaps (0.5 eV or more) for the lowest energy sites on each type of step edge (B5--B vs B5-A) however the average is closer to 0.10 eV in preference for all surfaces and adsorbates. Our results show that both of the B5--B and B5-A type step edge site and their local environments are energetically preferred to the nearby terrace site for almost all surfaces and adsorbates; these results are in line with recent literature results for active site determination of nanoparticles of HCP metals used in catalysis. Our use of the surface was found to be a novel tool to characterize the adsorption energies on the two competing step edge types in a fully self-consistent calculation framework. Based on our results, it can be concluded the use of the $\left( {10\overline{1}}6 \right)$ surface (or similar related surfaces) should be considered in future studies for adsorption for catalytically relevant adsorbate species on the surface of HCP nanoparticles instead of the legacy technique of creating *ad-hoc* stepped surfaces via manual deletion of atoms from a calculation cell.
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